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Another eden fishing leveling guide

This article is about the members' methods of training their fishing skills. For non-members methods of training Fishing, see Free-to-play Fishing Training. This guide describes the most effective pay-to-play methods for training your fishing skills. The experience rate estimates in this guide do not include
the use of any experience in increasing goods or the bonus experience. They also assume that players do not beat raw fish as they catch. Bankfish reduce the amount of experience players can get per hour, and since most raw fish are not very valuable, it is usually not worth the time it takes from fishing
training. Players using Evolution of Combat mode can drop raw fish by adding the raw fish to the action bar and pressing the corresponding key bind to release the fish. Unlike dropping items directly from inventory using their right-click release option, dropping raw fish via action bar does not interrupt
fishing. Fishing is a unifying skill that involves catching raw fish on fishing grounds. Fishing requires a variety of tools such as crayfish cages and fishing rods, most of which are already stored in a player's tool belt when their account is created. Catching some types of fish also requires players to use
different types of bait, one of which is used up every time a fish is caught. Leveling the fishing skills increases the speed at which players catch fish and gain experience while fishing. Useful equipment[edit] Fishing equipment[edit] Fishing outfit increases the amount of ground obtained by fishing. There are
four pieces in the set, and each piece provides a 1% experience boost. If the entire set is worn, the player gets an extra 1% experience boost. Outfit pieces can be purchased for 140 reward tokens each from Fish Flinger's mini-game, or 560 tokens for the entire outfit. Shark outfit[edit] Shark outfits are
elite skilling outfits for fishing. Parts of shark outfits, burnt shark outfits, and tiger shark outfits can be created from shark fragments, which are assigned to players with at least 70 Fishing at 5 minute intervals when fishing. Each outfit consists of 5 pieces: head, body, legs, hands, feet. The fragments can
be mounted in outfit pieces after discovering the invention drawings, which require 80 Fishing and 20 Invention. The outfit pieces were also previously available from Treasure Hunter. When you wear a complete set of any of these three outfits, players get the following bonuses: Ability to switch between
receiving fish while fishing, or having fish get destroyed as they get caught (right-click Consumer Options on head slot item). The chance of catching a fish is increased by 5%. Living rock creatures in living rock caverns won't be aggressive. If the player owns a complete fishing outfit, they will receive their
5% experience boost when wearing a shark outfit. If a player owns all the pieces of shark outfits, burnt shark outfits, and tiger shark they can combine the components to form pieces of fury shark outfits (using the pieces on each other with all three pieces present in fixtures). Fury shark outfits provide the
same bonuses as the individual shark outfits, as well as some improvements: The player's chance of catching a fish is increased by 7% (instead of 5%). 10% chance of catching two fish at once while fishing, giving double experience. Call of the sea auras[edit] Call of the sea auras increase a player's
chance to catch a fish by a percentage while activated. These aura effects last for an hour after they are activated. Players can use 5 or 10 show wax to extend a call of the sea aura activation time by 50% or 100% respectively (costing 62,990 or 125,980). This effect must be used before the aura is
activated. When a call of the sea aura has been used the player must wait 3 hours before using it again. Call of the sea auras can be purchased using membership loyalty points. All lower levels of the aura must be owned before a higher level aura can be purchased. Tier Catch rate increase Loyalty point
costs individual cumulative 1 Call of the sea 3% 5000 5000 2 Larger call of the sea 5% 14,000 19,000 3 Master call of the sea 7% 33,500 52,500 52,500 15, 2000,000,000,000 calls of the sea 10% 58,500,000 Calls[edit] There are three summons known to be invisibly increasing a player's fishing level
while they are summoned. This does not allow a player to access content at the higher level, but allows them to fish a little faster. The granite lobster provides an additional advantage with foraging for raw sharks and swordfish while the player fishes, as the player is awarded 10% of the fishing experience
that they would have received if they had caught the fish themselves. Waterfiend (known)[edit] Water enemy is known as providing a 5% chance while training archaeology, mining, fishing, woodcarving, divination to duplicate the obtained resource and save it in itself. The known can carry up to 20 items.
Straight Flush Scroll allows you to teleport all items stored in the known inventory of your bank at the expense of 6 special moving points. Urns[edit] Urns can be used to gain additional fishing experience during training. When kept in fixtures, urns are filled as the player catches fish. Only basic experience
wins count towards filling the urn. Full urns can be teleported away to receive additional experience, equivalent to 20% of the fishing experience achieved while filling the urn. Only one urn is filled at a time, although players can own up to a total of 10 full urns. If a player owns 10 full fishing urns, they must
teleport at least 1 away before they can fill more urns. Urns can only be traded in their non-runed (no) forms. In order to use the fishing urn, the player must a water drain to it; this makes the urn unreasonable. Name level required to add rune GE price on (no) urn Costs obtained from XP required to fill XP
obtained from teleportation Cracked fishing urn 2 1049 Fish up to and including level 10: raw shrimp, raw crayfish, raw minnow, raw karambwanji, raw sardine, raw herring 750 150 Fragile fish urn 15 1036 Fish up to and even level 30 : above plus raw anchovies, raw mackerel, raw trout, raw cod, raw
pike, slimy eel, raw salmon 1750 350 Common fish urn 41 1488 Fish up to and including level 50: above plus frog spawn, raw tuna, raw rainbow fish, raw cave eel, raw lobster, raw bass, jumping trout, raw swordfish 2500 500 Strong fish urn 53 1792 Fish up even level 70 : above plus raw desert sole, raw
lava eel, jumping salmon, raw catfish, raw monkfish, raw karambwan, magnetic minnow, raw green blubber jellyfish, bouncing sturgeon 3000 600 Decorated fishing urn 76 4488 Fish up to and including level 99: above plus raw beltfish, raw shark, raw sea turtle, raw manta ray, raw tiger shark, raw cave ,
raw blue blubber jellyfish, raw sailfish, raw seerfish , raw sillago, raw wobbegong, small crystal urchin, medium crystal urchin, large crystal urchin 9500 1900 Players who have at least level 24 Invention and who have completed Nomad's Elegy can discover how to make an urn enhancer. When you are in
the player's inventory watch enhancer gives 25% extra experience for teleportation a full urn. This effect costs 20 fees from the player's charging package. Assuming the player buys divine costs from the Grand Exchange, it would cost 556.55 to use the urn enhancer when teleporting an urn. A player who
fishes large crystal urchins with level 99 Fishing would get around 110,000 base experience per hour. If you use decorated fishing urns the player would get 22,000 extra experience per hour, with an additional 5500 experience if you use an urn enhancer. This would cost around 6,444.85 an hour in divine
costs. Skillchompas[edit] Skillchompas can be equipped or kept in fixtures while fishing to increase the speed at which fish are caught. They also prevent players from having to use bait while catching fish. When fishing with skillchompas equipped or kept in fixtures, a skill stick is consumed every time the
player's character tries to fish - even if the action is not successful. If a player succeeds gaining experience from catching a raw fish while fishing with a skillchompa, they get an additional 10% of the normal basic experience. Every time a fishing attempt fails, a player gets 5% of the bonus experience that
they would have received if the attempt was successful. For example, when fishing large crystal urchins players get 350 experience every time they successfully catch one when not using skillchompas; Using skillchompas gives 385 experience by successfully capturing a large crystal urchin and 19
experience player fails. At level 99 Fishing using crimson skillchompas while fishing at high level area within Prifddinas waterfall provides around 153,000 experience an hour if no other experience increase items used (compared to 92,500 an hour when not using skillchompas). In an hour of fishing using
this method used around 1460 crimson skillchompas, costing 1.096.460. Whopper-baiting scrimshaw[edit] Whopper-baiting scrimshaws can be activated to give players a chance to attract a large fish while fishing. This allocates extra fishing experience even if the big fish is never caught by the player (the
player only catches a regular version of the fish). Whopper-baiting scrimshaws can be activated and deactivated when the player selects, provided a 10-second cooling has passed. The inferior whopper-baiting scrimshaw provides a 15% chance of attracting a large fish to gain more experience and
requires level 70 Fishing to use. The inferior scrimshaw is erred, costs 1,056,477, and lasts for 3 hours. The superior whopper-baiting scrimshaw provides a 20% chance of attracting a large fish to gain more experience and requires level 80 Fishing to use. The superior scrimshaw lasts for 4 hours, but it
is unconsposed. Players who have level 85 Fletching can unlock the ability to create superior whopper-baiting scrimshaws by collecting all 4 fragments of whopper-baiting browse in player-owned port mini-games. The superior scrimshaw can then be made of 4 old bones. The additional experience of
scrimshaw attracting a large fish corresponds to a share of the experience gained by catching a normal fish while fishing, and varies depending on the type of fish caught. When fishing on fishing grounds that provide more than one type of fish, players have a chance to catch the big fish version of all the
normal types of fish they can catch. Inferior and superior scrimshaws provide the same amount of extra experience to catch a large fish. While fishing at the high level area of Prifddinas waterfall a player with level 99 Fishing would receive around 1800 experience per hour from using a regular scrimshaw
and 2205 experience an hour from using a superior scrimshaw. Aquariums[edit] With at least level 63 in Construction skill players can build an aquarium in their player-owned house for 200,000. Players have a chance to find golden fish eggs while fishing certain types of aquarium-related fish and can get
shrimp balls while fishing for an aquarium. For each golden fish egg received players unlock a shrimp perk. Prawn perks include the ability to do fly fishing without feathers, also apply for fly fishing while Dungeoneering, and barbaric fishing without bait. When opening shrimp balls players can find
decorations that can be placed in the aquarium to get an increased chance of finding golden fish eggs from a particular place, as well as a 2% increase in experience received during fishing on site. Tribal mask decoration provides these bonuses while fly fishing at Shilo Village, Fremennik longboat



decoration provides these bonuses while barbaric fishing at Otto's grotto and Vorago decoration provides these bonuses while fishing in living rock caverns. Seren spells and beans[edit] A crystallized skilling node Access to seren stakes and beans, found in the ancient magicians and ancient curses spell
and prayer books, is unlocked by completing The Light Within quest. Crystallise requires level 88 Magic and 6 water, 6 fire, 6 chaos and 6 soul runes to throw. Crystallize can be thrown at a fishing spot to increase the fishing experience achieved from it by 50%, while preventing the player from getting
any resources from the site. This effect lasts for 30 seconds after Crystallise has been cast; it is not possible to discard Crystallise again until the effect is worn off. If a crystallized fishing spot moves before the spell effect wears off then it will continue to be crystallized in its new place. With at least level 80
Prayer players can use Light Shape Prayer, which enhances the effect of Seren-adjusted spells while it is activated, to further increase further fishing experiences from a crystallised Fishing Spot to 87.5%. Players must consume around 53 doses of prayer porrion per hour, with level 99 Prayer, to maintain
the prayer points required to keep light form activated. The use of prayer renewal drinks can be used to reclaim bean points. When you coach Fishing using Crystallise players can throw spell up to 120 times an hour, costing 1,805,760 in runes. This cost can be reduced by means of spells instead of any
of the necessary runes. Crystallize can not be thrown at barbaric fishing spots, fishing spots in Menaphos, fishing grounds within living rock caverns, or fishing grounds at Prifddinas Waterfall. Torstol incense sticks[edit edit] Each strength level of torstol incense sticks gives a 0.5% increase to base XP
gain. The strength level will increase every 10 years. Overload uses 6 pins, but instantly provides maximum strength. Perfect juju fishing potions[edit edit] When the perfect juju fishing potion effect is active player's chance to catch a fish is increased by 5%. Each dose of the perfect juju fishpotion lasts for
1 hour. Potion can be purchased from the Grand Exchange or created by adding 10 harmony dust to a juju fishing potion (3) of players with level 92 Herblore. Visible skill increases[edit] To increase the chance of a successful fishing attempt, various consumables can be used. Namely, fish potion and fish
and admiral pies. Cooking up spicy stews is not tempting, if one has access to the large exchange, as Admiral Pie gives a +5 boost and is not based on chance. An exhaustive list can be found here. Crystal fishing site[edit] Crystal fishing spot gives a 5% increase in the chance of catching a fish at fishing
grounds that require the use of a fishing rod. Players can unlock the ability to create degradable crystal fishing rods by exchanging 3,000 crystal urchin points at Prifddinas Waterfall Fishing Shop. This gives the crystal rod the indirect requirements of 93 Fishing, 90 Agility, 90 Ranged and 90 Strength (all of
which are boostable) to create. Having gained this ability players with level 80 Smithing can create a crystal fishing rod by combining a crystal tool seed, costing 62,414, with 150 harmonious dust through crystal song. Alternatively, players can pay Ilfeen, Eluned, Islwyn or Rhodri Dail 102,000-510,000
coins to create a crystal fishing rod for them; this does not require harmonious dust. When first made a crystal fishing rod has 1000 costs. While fishing outside Prifddinas 2 fees are consumed every time that the player catches a fish, means that the rod can be used to catch 500 fish. 1 charge is used
every time the player catches a fish within Prifddinas, which means it can be used to catch 1,000 fish in this area. By being demoted crystal tool seeds can be re-enchanted by Ilfeen, Eluned, Islwyn or Rhodri Dail for 102,000-510,000 coins, depending on the number of times that tool seeds have
previously been enchanted. Tavia's fishing rod[edit] Tavia's fishing rod is a hero element that gives a 10% increased chance of catching fish. Moreover, it has a special effect that has the chance to activate the effect of a barrel bait, tangled fishbowl and broken fishing rod simultaneously for 10 minutes,
while giving the effect to some nearby players for 2 minutes. Players can find the pole on Tavia's island after finding a red unknown island map from Deep Sea Fishing or rarely given along with the purchase of an unknown island map from Travelling Merchant's Shop. Alternatively, Tavia's fishing rod can
be purchased from the Grand Exchange. [edit] Players with at least level 22 Invention can discover how to create the fishing rod-o-matic. This allows the player to produce a fishing rod-o-matic, which can be used to fish at a fishing spot. It also gives the player the opportunity to create an extended crystal
fishing rod using an amplifier on a crystal fishing rod. The expanded crystal fishing rod can only be used to fish on fishing grounds where a crystal fishing rod can be used, but it gives this rod's 5% increased catch frequency effect. At the same Invention level players can discover how to make tool gadgets.
A tool gizmo can be added to a fishing rod-o-matic, extended crystal fishing rod or extended Tavia fishing rod to give it benefits. The following benefits can be useful for players who coach Fishing: Name Effect Number of ranks Oven Has a 5% chance per rating of consumer resource for an additional
100% XP. 4 Honed Has a 2% per rank higher chance of successfully collecting items. 6 Wise When equipped, +1% per rank additional experience, up to 50.000 XP per day. 4 To use an extended fishing rod benefits the player must have costs in his charging package. Using these tools costs at most 0.31
divine costs from the player's charging package per second. Assuming players buy divine costs from the Grand Exchange to operate their charging packages, it would cost 31,034.2 an hour to use an extended fishing rod. This cost can be reduced by examining improvements to charging drains or by
adding the effective benefits to the item. Fish accumulators[edit] Fish accumulators can be created by players with at least level 60 Invention. They can also be purchased from the Grand Exchange for 68,251 each. When held in the player's inventory a Fishing accumulator gains costs every time the
player fails to fish. The accumulator can then be studied for experience. 2500 Fishing experience has been achieved by studying a fully charged fish accumulator. These are worth if you value the fishing experience at 27.3. Relic forces[edit] Players with level 117 Archaeology can activate inspire effort
relic power on the mysterious monolith for a 2% experience increase to fishing. Methods[edit] Summary[edit] See here to calculate how many raw fish will be collected during training. Levels Method Experience per hour Alternative methods 1-20 Crayfish 11.500 20-70 Fly fishing 17.000-57.000 Players can
get equal experience rates through barbaric fishing between levels 58-70 Fishing. 70-93 Crystallize fly fishing Up to 118,000 experience an hour with level 99 If they do not have access to crystallize, players can train with barbaric fishing to gain around 63,000 experience per hour, with level 70
Fishing.Start fishing in Menaphos at level 72 Fishing, for up to 85,000 experience per hour, at level 99 Fishing. 93-94 Prifddinas waterfall fishing Up to 119,000 experience per hour, at level 99 Fishing. 94-99+ Fishing Frenzy Over 285,000 experience per hour, at level 99 Fishing. Continue fishing at
Prifddinas waterfallStart fishing wobbegongs at level 96 Fishing for up to 137,000 experience per hour, at level 99 Fishing. Level 1-20[edit] At level 1 Fishing players should start catching raw crayfish. Fish crayfish provide around 11,500 fishing experiences per hour between levels 1 and 20 Fishing.
Provided that a player has no prior experience in his fishing skills, they should be able to achieve these levels in around 23 minutes. Places to catch crayfish include east of Lumbridge Church and along the northern shore of the lake in Taverley, near Nicholas Angle. No bait is required when catching
crayfish. At level 20 Fish players should start training with fly fishing raw trout. At level 30 Fish operators will have the opportunity to catch raw salmon and will start catching a mixture of both salmon while fly fishing. This gives between 17,000 and 57,000 Fishing experience per hour, with levels 20-70
Fishing. You are able to drag fish from inventory to drop them without xp gain being interrupted. Feathers, costing 11 each, are the necessary bait for fly fishing (up to 11,000 feathers per day can be purchased from the Lumbridge fish shop for 6 gold each). There are several places where players can fly
fish trout and salmon, including east of Gunnarsgrunn, at Lumlva in Lumbridge, and in Shilo Village (if the Shilo Village mission is complete). To fly fish, players must use the option lure, as opposed to bait, at fishing grounds found in these places. From level 58, Fishing and beyond players can start
catching both jumping trout and jumping salmon using barbaric fishing techniques. Catching these fish provides the same amount of fishing experience per fish caught as catching raw trout and raw salmon. Fish are also caught at the same pace using both barbaric fishing techniques and through fly
fishing. This means that the two methods provide a corresponding degree of experience between levels 58 and 70 Fishing. Barbarian fishing requires level 30 in both strength and agility and provides small amounts of strength and agility experience for each caught fish. This method also allows the use of
bait instead of feathers that work cheaper when buying from the Grand Exchange. Level Experience per hour (fly fishing) 20 17,000 25 19,000 30 30,000 35 34,000 40 36,000 45 39,000 50 42.00 5 5 46.000 60.000 65 55.000 69 57.000 Note: Using strong fishing urns of 70 Fishing can provide up to
70,000 experience per hour At level 68, players get access to the swarm fishing spot. This place is usually used for the best AFK fishing experience which provides about 110,000 experience per hour at level 99, while collecting a variety of fish species. Level 70-93[edit] At level 70 Fishing, players should
continue to train with fly fishing raw trout and salmon if they are able to use Crystallize spell and Light Form prayer to increase the experience of Fishing Spots. This gives up to 118,000 experiences per hour, with level 99 Fishing. Players who want to reduce the need for bean potions could fish by the
River Lum and build the nearby god statue and use it as an altar to charge prayer points. If you use Crystallize spell every 30 years, you will be able to use the spell every 30 years. Level 70-72[edit] At level 70 players get the opportunity to catch bouncing sturgeon and should start training by barbaric
fishing jumping trout, jumping salmon and bouncing sturgeon if they fail to use Crystallize and Light Shape. This gives around 63,000 experience per hour at level 70 Fishing. Players also gain 5, 6 or 7 experience each in both strength and agility every time they catch a bouncing trout, jumping salmon or
bouncing sturgeon Barbaric fishing requires the completion of the part of barbaric training that allows players to use a heavy fishing rod. In addition, level 45 strength and agility are necessary to catch all three types of fish. Feathers (costing 11) or fishing bait (cost 4) are needed to catch these fish. The
only place where these fish can be caught is the lake near the cabin of Otto Godblessed on top of Baxtorian Falls. Level 72-93[edit] At level 72 Fishing players can fish desert sole, catfish, and beltfish from fishing grounds in Menaphos' Port District or VIP skilling area. Partial completion of The Jack of
Spades quest is necessary in order to access Menaphos. Although fishing here is not as fast as fly fishing with Crystallise and does not provide bonus strength and agility experience as barbarian fishing, the player can gain reputation and fishing spots are very close to a safety deposit box (unlocked on
tier 2 reputation Ports). The VIP skill area is unlocked at level 7 general reputation: the fishing spots in this area are emptied to half of the fishing grounds in the harbour district. At level 8 reputation in the port district the player's chance of success while fishing is increased. Fishing in Menaphos provides at
least 85,000 experience per hour, at level 99 Fishing without reputation effects unlocked. Level 93-94[edit] With at least level 93 Fishing players can start training by Prifddinas Waterfall Fishing. As the waterfall lies within prifddinas, between the Crwys and Meilyr districts, the completion of Plague's End is
necessary to access it. Level 90 Ranged, Agility and Strength are also required to use the grip shortcut to get to the top of the waterfall. Players must bring a mithril grip and a crossbow to use grab shortcut, if they have not previously built a hidey hole on the waterfall. Alternatively, a player can use an
improved gripping hook from the tool belt. With level 93 fishing players can fish on the low level area to get small crystal urchins. At level 95 players can fish at the intermediate area to get medium crystal urchins. With 97 fishers can fish at the high level area to get large crystal urchins. Crystal urchins that
are sourced from fishing on the waterfall can be exchanged for crystal urchin points to spend on rewards at Prifddinas Waterfall Fishing Shop. With level 99 Fishing, a player can get a base rate of around 130,000 experience an hour from fishing at the high level area. With buffs this can go up to 200,000
experience per hour. In addition, the player will get 317 large crystal urchins that would give them 951 crystal urchin points. The 3000 Fishing Experience can be purchased for 300 crystal urchin points, allowing players to get an extra 9,000 experience per hour, for a total of 139,000 base experience per
hour. Level 94-99+[edit] With level 94 Fishing players can fish on Fishing Frenzy at deep sea fishing hub. This gives over 285,000 experience per hour at level 99 Fishing. The hub can be reached by talking to Goomah at the Fishing Guild. Fishing Frenzy gives no fish. It has a line mechanic where players
have to continuously click on the fast moving places to increase and maintain their streak. Streak is increased when experience is gained from fishing spots and gives an experience bonus while participating in the fishing frenzy. 1% experience boost is achieved for every 10 dash; up to a maximum of 20%
experience increase of 200 strokes. The series will be halved if the player is inactive for 6 seconds and lost if the player logs out or leaves the site. While participating in Fishing Frenzy players can meet NPCs that assign fishing experience including: seagulls, seasingers, Captain Deathbeard, fishermen,
and pelicans. These can be interacted with to get a small amount of fishing experience; up to 1940 at level 99. It is not recommended that players engage in the area's random events, as it will cause them to lose their series. Players can also randomly find useful items while fishing, including: Levels 96-
99+[edit edit] For a less intensive training method players can continue fishing at Prifddina's waterfall. At level 96 Fishing players can also choose to fish wobbegongs. Raw wobbegongs are a rare fish resource found randomly on the Uncharted Isles. Unknown islands can be explored from The Arc region,
which requires the completion of Impressing the Local's quest for access. Completion of the Flag Fall miniquest, which allows the player to claim an unknown island and return to it, is also necessary to fish wobbegongs effectively. To find wobbegongs, the player must first get some chimes from skilling in
The Arc so that they can buy supplies required to travel to the Uncharted Isles. Supplies can be purchased from Rosie (supplies). When the player finds an Uncharted Isle with wobbegong fishing spots then they can claim the island using a claim island flag. When an unknown island is claimed the player
can return to it for the price of 3 supplies per journey: 5 supplies can be required per day for free from the box next to Rosie. Up to 3 wobbegong fishing spots can be present on an Uncharted Isle, if the player chooses to go on a long journey. Raw wobbegongs can be fished using a fishing rod with level
96 Fishing. Every day, the player can catch about 100 raw wobbegongs per fishing spot before it is depleted. The daily limit is reset at 10:00. Depleting a wobbegong fishing spot takes around 30 minutes and provides around 68,500 experience. It is recommended to have 99 Cooking to convert
wobbegongs into oil that sells more compared to the raw wobbegong itself. Buying supplies cost reductions and commodity price increases unlocks from the Waiko Reward Shop, in addition to having a claimed island with as many fishing spots as possible, will further increase to search for wobbegong
fishing spots to fish continuously. However, wobbegong spots are quite rare among other resources, with the chance that two wobbegong nodes are extremely low compared to two alaea or bamboo nodes. At level 99, fishing wobbegongs provide an experience rate equivalent to around 137,000 fishing
experience per hour. The experience of fishing raw wobbegongs can further be strengthened by completing contracts granted by Sojobo (contracts) at Waiko or Hubbub (contracts) on Whale's Maw or via a contract contact on an unknown island. Players can complete up to 3 contracts daily and can
purchase upgrades from Boni for a maximum of 7 daily contracts. However, making contracts requires chimes to roll contracts on again until satisfactory wobbegong contracts are awarded. Alternative Methods of Gaining Experience[Edit] Completing Missions[edit] Quest Members ExperiencesReward
FishingRequirement Other Requirements Recipe for Disaster: Free pirate Pete 1000 - 31 Cooking Tai Bwo Wannai Trio 1500 5 15 Agility 30 Cooking Fishing Contest 2437 10 Heroes' Quest 2 725 53 53 Cooking 25 Herblore 25 Defense (Black Arm Gang Only) 50 Mining Fremennik Trials 2812 - 40
Making 25 Fletching 40 Woodcutting Land of the Goblins 3000 36 30 Prayer 36 Agility 36 Thieving 37 Herblore Under Cursed Tides 5000 - 30 Attack 30 Strength 30 Magic 30 Mining 30 Smithing 30 Woodcutting 30 Firemaking 30 Cooking Rum Deal 7000 50 40 Farming 42 Making 47 Prayer 42 Slayer
Sea Slug 7175 - 30 FireMaking Swan Song 10.00 0 62 66 Magic 62 Cooking 45 Smithing 42 Firemaking 40 Crafting Crocodile Tears 35,000 72 73 Hunter 47 Woodcutting 30 Agility Some like the cold 40,000 65 56 Making 50 Construction 50 Thieving Deadliest Catch 70,000 70 3 Herblore 67 Hunter 70
Thieving Total 187,649 Stealing Creation[edit] Players can use reward points from Stealing Creation minigames to buy proto-tools and volatile clay tools. These elements can be transformed into a variety of skill-related tools, including sacred clay harpoons and volatile clay harpoons. These harpoons can
be right-clicked to provide Fishing's bonus experience (there is no need for the harpoons to be used to get the bonus experience). Players are advised to play Stealing Creation in a group of players who work together in non-match games to clear all sources of clay available faster. When all clay available
in a game has been depleted the game will end early, allowing players to get reward points in shorter amounts of time. Both proto tools and volatile clay tools cost 20 reward points per tool to buy. When you convert a proto-tool the player can choose which skill tool it will be, but the conversion of a volatile
clay tool creates a random skilling tool. A volatile clay harpoon provides 29,340 fishing bonus experience, while sacred clay harpoons provide 24,450 Fishing bonus experience. A skill tool made by a volatile back to the volatile clay tool and then converted again to potentially provide another tool. This can
be done up to 10 times (the volatile clay tool is destroyed by the tenth reversion); Each reversion causes the tool formed from the volatile clay tool to have 10% less bonus experience available to be provided. Both sacred clay and volatile harpoons retain their shape after being tapped for bonus
experience, and players can then use 20 reward points to charge the depleted tools instead of buying new tools. Because of this players can maximize the amount of fishing bonus experience that they get from their reward points by first buying a volatile clay tool and then transforming and resetting the
skill tools created into a volatile clay harpoon is achieved. Players can then continue to charge the volatile clay harpoon, claiming 29,340 fishing bonus experience from it each time they get 20 reward points. Players with at least level 80 in Woodcutting, Hunter, Fishing and Mining will be able to collect
clay from all possible locations in a game of Stealing Creation. With these levels, players can collect enough clay during a game of Stealing Creation to get 24 reward points per game that they play. Assuming the games of Stealing Creation are completed in around 12 and a half minutes, players can
complete 4.8 games of Stealing Creation per hour and earn 115.2 reward points per hour - allowing them to get 140,832 Fishing Bonus experience per hour. Divine fish bubbles[edit] Divine sites are elements that can be made using the divination skills. Divine places can be placed to create a collection
node from which players can harvest raw materials. Players can reap from a divine place even if they don't have the level of divination required to do so. A placed divine location lasts about 30 seconds before it disappears. Players can get a limited amount of resources from divine locations per day, with
the daily limit reset at 00:00 UTC every day. A player's daily resource limit depends on their total level, up to a maximum of 250 resources with a total level of 2,500 or more (see the daily limit calculator on the divine location page). Desert Pantheon aura and 20 or 40 show wax can be used to increase a
player's daily limit by 50% or 100% once per day, costing 251 960 or 503 920. Collecting most resources contributes to one resource against the daily limit per received item, but some resources contribute more to the daily limit. For example, every time a raw rocktail is taken from a divine rocktail bubble
counts as 4 resources towards the daily limit. Since players can only create one divine placement per day, or 3 after developing in the Hall of Memories, it is beneficial for players to harvest from divine places as part of a group so that they can access more divine sites. When other players reap from a
divine place, the player who placed the place advantage advantage a 40% chance of receiving more known items as they reap from their divine location. Harvesting a known resource assigns the same experience and contribution to a player's daily limit as reaping an unmarked resource. Harvesting
known resources allows a player to gain more resources from a single divine location and therefore reduces the number of divine places that they must use to reach their daily resource limit. A good place to find other players to harvest divine places with is close to Challenge Mistress Fara and lodestone
in Burthorpe on the world 2, especially around the time of day when the daily limit is reset. Players can be collected from divine fish bubbles if they have the required fish level. When collecting from divine fish bubbles players will get raw fish. Raw fish are obtained at a rapid rate and provide experience
similar to what would be received if the raw fish were caught from a fishing spot. Because of this, harvesting from divine fish bubbles can give players a great deal of fishing experience in a short period of time. For example, harvesting a full overview of raw rocktails from a divine rocktail bubble provides
10,640 fishing experience in around 30 seconds. To get the most fishing experience from harvesting divine fish bubbles, players should reap from bubbles that provide the most experience per resource quantity used. Players should reap from the highest level divine fishing bubble available to them to
level 30 Fishing. Players with fish levels between 30 and 89 should reap from divine salmon bubbles. Players with level 89 Fishing or higher should reap from divine cavefish bubbles. Wearing components of the fishing outfit increases the experience from the harvesting of divine fish bubbles. Players can
increase the amount of experience that they can gain from divine places using show wax to increase their collection limit. 20 show wax, costing 251,960, can be used to increase the limit by 50% or 40 show wax, costs 503,920, can be used to increase the limit by 100%. In addition, players who have
unlocked druid engram and charged it to form an echo in the Memorial to Guthix distraction and diversion can use the shared knowledge buff to enhance the experience from divine places. While shared knowledge is enabled players will get 25% additional experience from divine sites but will not receive
any items. Giant Oyster[edit] Giant Oyster is a monthly distraction and diversion that can be completed by players who have completed the Cursed Tide's quest. Players can return to Tutorial Island by talking to Wizard Myrtle. Once in the area, fish from the fishing spot to get a sea cucumber. While
attempting to fish sea cucumber the player will gain fishing experience, depending on their fishing level, 30 times. Players can gain up to 6966 experience per attempt, at level 99 Fishing, giving a total of up to 208,980 experience fishing spot 30 times. This task can be completed in about 1-2 minutes.
Fishing contracts[edit] With at least 90 Fishing, players can go to Arc and get fishing contracts, which requires players to catch a certain amount of fish (around 35-95) in return for chimes and experience. Players with 90 Fishing will only be assigned raw tarpoons, while 91 can be awarded raw seerfish,
93 raw sillagos and 95 raw wobbegongs. Therefore, players should start contracts with The Whaler so that they are awarded only fishing contracts. Waiko contains several fishing spots for tarrows and seerfish, while Whale's Maws fishing grounds contain seerfish and sillago. Whale's Maw also contains a
bank deposit that is unlocked by paying 750 chimes at Waiko's reward shop, and it is recommended to fish there to easily deposit the caught fish. Contracts that assign players to catch sillago should be skipped, as they are significantly unusual compared to viewerfish. Players should aim for seerfish or
wobbegong tasks since they are faster to complete. Up to three contracts can be made every day and reset at 10:00. References[edit]
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